
Spring Term 1 Curriculum Bulletin for Year 10 – January 2022

Subject What are we learning this half term?
Art This half term students will be working on their A1 Pop Art paintings. From the Week commencing

24th January, homework will be focusing on starting the Natural Forms (ceramics) project.

Beliefs,
Philosophy &
Ethics (BPE)

Option students will continue to work on Theme D Peace and Conflict which includes different
religious responses to the use of violence.  They will look at pacifism and Just War theory alongside
lesser Jihad and the nuclear deterrent.  They will also prepare themselves for Paper 1 - Christian
Practices, looking at how religious belief influences individuals in their daily lives

Business
Studies

Students will be progressing with their first piece of assessed coursework based tasks.
They will be looking at decision making and how to ensure that they can effectively create and design
a pizza to suit their target market. Students will need to manage their own time to ensure they
complete the task in the allocated time.

Child
Development

RO18: Students will be learning about the process of reproduction from conception through to birth,
antenatal care and testing as well as healthy pregnancy.
RO19: Students will be producing materials to explain to the staff in a nursery the nutrition for 0 - 5
year olds. THis will be in the form of posters, leaflets and documents covering bottle feeding, breast
feeding, weaning, eatwell guide, macronutrients and micronutrients.

Citizenship Theme B: Democracy in the UK. This topic explores the mechanisms of our system of government in
the UK. This includes voting systems, the role of an MP, the Prime Minister and the power they have
and the role of the Monarchy. The lawmaking process and managing the country's money and the
checks and balances that exist to hold the government  accountable.

Computer
Science

Computer networks, connections and protocols. This unit guides learners to gain an
understanding of computer networks as required for GCSE Computer Science.
It starts by defining what networks are and where we find them in our modern world. Then,
learners look at the hardware involved in creating networks. and the factors that effect the
performance of networks

Construction Students will be completing the carpentry skills element of their practical assessment focusing on the
setting and assessment against the success criteria to ensure a quality outcome.
Revision of Health & Safety legislation with reference to exemplar situations, and assessment of risks
and control measures for the practical assessment.

Dance BTEC Continuing to work through component 2. Looking at and comparing 3 professional pieces of dance.
In theory completing learning aim A workbook based on these 3 pieces. In practical we shall be
looking at these themes and working on our own pieces of dances in relation to this.



Drama Staging a Play (mock component 3 Exam Project) As a 'Theatre Company' groups of
students work on interpreting a complete play and staging selected sections of it.Their
performance is assesed.

Electronics Combinational Logic & Designing to a Brief
Students will complete the study of combinational logic design including interpreting truth
tables to design a logic gate circuit, Boolean algebra, manufacturing circuits using NAND gate
redundancy.
Practical will involve the interpretation of a Design Brief to design, software simulation and
soft soldering of a logic gate circuit using through hole PCB manufacture.

English
Language

Fiction - Reading and Creative Writing Exam Link - English Language Paper 1

Students will read a range of challenging fiction texts from diverse authors. The unit will focus
on key comprehension skills such as reading for meaning, inference, language/structural
analysis and a writer's message.

These fiction texts will be used as springboards for students' own creative writing including
writing the opening of a story and descriptive pieces.

Food &
Nutrition

Students will continue with the practical work in food and complete the topic of provenance and

processes

We will also be looking at scientific investigations of ingredients.

French House and Home: Students will be learning to describe where they live, including their house and
their town. They will use 3 time frames to talk about where they have lived and where they might live
in the future.  They will explore the pros and cons of living in the countryside and in the town.  They
will develop their skills in listening and reading comprehension as well as written and spoken
communication.

Geography Changing Economic World: Students will study the AQA topic The Changing Economic World, looking
at how countries have developed their economies over time. They will look at a range of development
indicators that are used to identify the wealth level of a country and then identify the factors that
would slow a countries development down, resulting in them being an LiC. We then have two case
studies: Nigeria (NEE) and UK (HiC). For both will break down how their economies have been shaped
in the past and what is happening to them now to encourage economic growth.

German Students will be learning how to talk about their home and town. This will include being able to
describe their house, using prepositions and cases as well as continuing to practise using a variety of
tenses. They will also learn places in the town to enable them to describe their town as well as give
advantages and disadvantages of living in a town or in the countryside. The key vocabulary will be
practised through the four skills;listening, speaking, reading and writing.

Graphics Year 10 Students will commence their second major GCSE project - this will last approximately a term.
The project explores branding and typography through digital photography.



Health &
Social Care

RO21: students will recap through the answering of exam questions the Rights and Values of care in
preparation for year 11 examination.
RO22: Skills of communication in care. Students will prepare a Role plays for a group discussion and a
1:1 scenario. This is part of their NEA assessment and will be assessed before being submitted for
moderation.
RO24: Understanding Life Stages, students will be learning about the different life stages that humans
go through in preparation for the next coursework topic.

History History Around Us:  Norwich Castle: Students will examine the significance and development of local
historic surroundings in line with British society across the same period.  They will explore how
Norwich Castle was built as a Norman castle, how it became a medieval gaol and then prison, and
how it was eventually converted into a museum and galleries.  They will evaluate the strengths and
weaknesses of the physical remains of the site as evidence about its past and will learn how the site
fits into its wider historical context as we study the site through the Middle Ages, the Industrial period
and the twentieth century.

IT BTEC Coursework Component 1 Learning Aim C:
Using the knowledge and skills acquired during the first half of this term students will demonstrate
their knowledge and skills by planning and carrying out a project. In this they will first discuss how
design principles can be applied to different types of interface.  They will use project planning tools to
plan a small human computer interface project and then create the interface

Mathematics Indices (powers), roots and surds
We will review square numbers, cube numbers, triangle numbers and the powers of 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10,
square roots and cube roots, including estimating these without a calculator. We will study the rules
of indices (powers), using these to simplify calculations/expressions, and also the meaning of negative
and simple fractional powers. Higher sets will work with more complex fractional powers and surds.

Ratio and proportion
Students will study ratios, simplifying and dividing into ratios and understanding links to fractions and
scaling objects or mixtures in proportion. They will study proportional scaling, including in the context
of recipes, best buys (best value), unit pricing and working with speed, distance and time problems.
Higher sets will extend this to study direct and inverse proportion algebraically and graphically.

Fractions
We build on students’ prior understanding to develop their fluency in working with fractions and
equivalent decimals (with most sets also working interchangeably with percentages as well). Basic
skills build from equivalent fractions, simplifying fractions, ordering fractions, changing between
improper (top-heavy) fractions and mixed numbers and finding fractions of quantities through to
non-calculator fraction arithmetic with all four operations, skills worth regular revision until secure.
Higher sets look at conversions between recurring decimals and fractions, solving more complex and
worded problems involving a mix of fractions, mixed numbers, decimals and percentages and extend
the skills to algebraic fractions and proving recurring decimal equivalence algebraically.

Media
Studies

This half term continues to focus on the topics from the second half of paper 1 which concentrate on
Media Audiences and Industry. We examine the video game industry with reference to ‘Fortnite’ and
its place within the context of the industry as a whole. We will also return to the topic of newspapers
and examine how the industry has tried to digitalise itself in the light of falling sales.



Music BTEC Students are continuing their work on Unit 2 - Managing a music product - in which they are
producing their own live music concert. Students must plan, collaborate, and rehearse their concerts
before performing in front of a live audience.

PE GCSE Students will continue to explore paper 2 topics of the course in theory lessons. Over the term will
cover: Characteristics of skillful movement, classification of skills, the use of target setting, SMART
target, Mental preparation, Guidance and feedback in sport. At the end of each topic they will
complete a milestone assessment within class.
In Practical lessons they will complete half term blocks of activity including: Football, Trampolining,
Badminton.

PE Core Students will continue to develop their understanding of competitive situations in a variety of sports.

Students will begin to take a more active role in leadership and have opportunities to lead small group

activities in some sports. Students will cover a variety of sports over the term including  Handball,

Basketball, fitness, table tennis  and football for the boys and Basketball, football, trampolining,

fitness and dance for the girls. The activities will be carried out in 4 week blocks.

Registration/
PSHE

Careers Education, Writing a C.V., soft skills for employability
VOTES 4 Schools - Resolutions, Bereavement, Voting, LGBGTQ History, Mental Health.

Students in dedicated lessons will be looking at Sexism, Same Sex Relationships. Gender &
Trans Identity, along with fertility and coping with fertility problems.

Religious
Education
(Core)

Students will study Medical Ethics.  This will include looking at organ donation, abortion, fertility
treatment and genetic engineering

Science In Science students will be learning the following;
Genetics;
Role of DNA, genes and chromosomes, DNA structure, The Human Genome Project, tracing
human migration, meiosis, sexual and asexual reproduction, genetic crosses and genetic
disorders.
Forces;
Contact and non-contact forces, resultant forces, work done and energy transfer, forces and
elasticity, speed and displacement, uniform acceleration, Newton's laws, road safety,
momentum. Triple students also cover moments, levers and gears, pressure and pressure
differences in fluids.

Spanish This term we embark upon the new topic of Mi gente, learning how to describe relationships with
family and friends and our use of technology in everyday life.  We will reinforce previously known
grammar such as adjectival agreement and present tense conjugation as well as meeting new
structures such as the present continuous tense and direct object pronouns.  We will also explore the
use of Ser and Estar and reflexive verbs to increase the authenticity of our Spanish.

Sports
Science

Students will complete their RO41 Exam Unit on 10th January. Students will then begin with their
mandatory coursework unit RO42 - Applying the principle of training. Students will learn about the
principle of training and how they are used in sporting context. They will also learn about the different
methods of training that various sports use to improve fitness and performance. Students will learn
the difference between aerobic and anaerobic exercise and how it relates to fitness training. Students
will also complete and officiate a variety of fitness tests.



Technology Students will be focusing on unit 6 designing principles. This unit involves them conducting research,
both primary and secondary researching, Anthropometrics and Ergonomics and selecting a client
profile. Students will also be revisiting topics on materials and energy and applying this knowledge to
exam style questions.

Life Skills Students are continuing to work through the ASDAN CoPE course and have also begun literacy skills
development activities on Dyslexia Gold. In CoPE we have started the Discussion skills unit which is
assessed. This is on the topic of Asylum Seekers in the UK.


